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Path-based Timing Analysis

• Static timing analysis  (STA) computes the 
propagation of time signals in a circuit from 
its primary inputs to its primary outputs 
through various circuit elements and 
interconnect.

• Graph-based analysis (GBA) is a step of STA 
used to perform a worst-case (i.e., early and 
late) analysis of a circuit over all possible 
paths to update the graph with timing 
information.

• Path-based analysis    (PBA) is another step 
of STA that is typically applied after GBA to 
reanalyze timing with path-specific updates, 
such as common path pessimism removal 
(CPPR).
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Runtime Challenges of PBA
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CPU vs GPU
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• CPU is built for compute-driven applications
• A few powerful threads to compute critical blocks fast

• GPU is built for throughput-driven applications
• Many lightweight threads to compute data at one time



Problem Formulation
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• Hold Test
• Data must be  stable after clock  signal  arrives  at  the  capturing  flip-flop

• Setup Test
• Data must  be  stable before clock  signal  arrives  at  the  capturing  flip-flop

➢ Input
➢ Set of critical paths generated after GBA

➢ Output
➢ Sorted critical paths after path-specific update (here we apply to CPPR)



Parallel Decomposition
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The set of critical paths is represented 
in terms of timing-test, critical path, 
and pin of path traces



Parallel Decomposition in Term of Tests
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Parallel Decomposition in Term of Paths
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Parallel Decomposition in Term of Pins
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Challenges
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• Computing critical paths involve very 
irregular patterns because different 
paths can have different lengths across 
different timing tests 
(e.g., hold/setup checks).

• To support a large number of paths, 
we need efficient data structures to fit 
computations into relatively limited 
GPU memory. 

• GPU architectures are very different 
compared to CPUs, in terms of thread 
scheduling, synchronization, and 



Example
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Example …
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Example …
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Example …
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Task Graph-based Decomposition and Efficient GPU Kernels
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Results
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• CPU:  Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6138 CPU @ 2.00GHz

• GPU:  NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti (Compute Capability 7.5)



On-Going Work

• Our future work plans to improve our data 
structures and algorithms to overcome the 
unbalanced workload and limitation of 
GPU memory challenges

• Apply the framework to other PBA 
applications

• Evaluate the PBA algorithm on large Nvidia 
benchmarks using A100

• We are planning to submit the preliminary 
work to ASP-DAC 2022
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Thank You
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